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Abstract: Recently, the majority of researchers are interested to utilize advanced technology to find several new creative methods so that students are able to understand the lessons easily. Furthermore, AR "Augmented Reality", a well-known innovative technology, is the most important transformation in education world. AR is, in addition, a new method unifying several aspects, such as social and tangible computing. Besides, this method has been widely used some education levels since it unites the differing world between virtual and physical world. Nevertheless, the execution in early childhood education has not been maximum yet and, especially for moral values that are taught since childhood for instance praying or Muslim often call as Do’a. Furthermore, in Islam Do’a is a very crucial thing although some people assume that it is trivial. This is probably caused by many variations of Do’a, so that Do’a is little tough to be practiced. Accordingly, with growing technology learning through e-learning like AR can solve this problem. This study aimed to delve deeper into AR that has been designed in “Marker-based” namely “Do’a 4D” and installed in mobile. Lastly, this research explains that the Augmented Reality’s approach is particularly suitable to increase and to ease the understanding of children about Do’a.

I. INTRODUCTION

Augmented reality an enhanced version of reality where live direct or indirect views of physical real-world environments are augmented with superimposed computer-generated images over a user’s view of the real-world, thus enhancing one’s current perception of reality [1]. Many people utilize this technology in education as it has great features that enhance teaching and learning system [2]. AR has created a new creative method, so that learning becomes more interesting, interactive, dynamic, contextual and easier to be understood and be interpreted. AR has the two-way information transfer, provides a dynamic content, can give tasks to learners, and also there are some Augmented Reality’s outputs that can be enjoyed by user such as video, audio, animation, and 3D objects. Hence, many students are interested in all given offers because some of them may be reluctant to read or to learn Do’a through printed materials. The learners can access the materials through their smartphone and they are able to know the real and virtual objects. They can understand so well about abstract and complicated concept [3].

The technology is a very useful for Muslim in learning and teaching system because in Islam, there are lot of prayers and each prayer of course has different function one another. In the other hand, the majority of children may be unwilling enough to remember Do’a through texts. This causes that they would probably experience little difficulty to recall the prayer because many Muslims also has a short memory although the most of learning systems that are related to Do’a need a more remember. Nevertheless, children especially can memorize daily short prayers easily using the technology, for instance prayer before eating, sleeping, etc. the importance of Do’a for Muslims’ daily life, prayer-related education should be enhanced. The AR “Augmented Reality” is able to be a new technology to build Virtual Environment where the learners can see the virtual objects directly [4].

The most important point that want to be given in this study is to encourage student to use a new creative method or different approach in learning. It means that this is to create an educational software having the AR technology in a mobile device that encourages children to learn and to recall the daily short prayers. Firstly, we needed to focus on creating a marker that students would use to learn and remember the prayers. For instance, if children desire to learn and memorize a prayer used before eating, the AR will be able to show a food on the table and to visualize the prayer voice while the food is going to be eat, or the children can also use to other prayers. It is because the AR has been available for Smartphone and all children can access it that has to be installed in advance.

II. METHOD

It has elucidated above that the AR is great tool to improve learning efficiency, such as prayers-related Muslim’s practice, mainly self-learning ability. There are four process that is explained below.

2.1. Practical Design Module

Modules that was designed are to offer an attractive learning books which contain many daily short prayers. The application of the AR will need some markers established to express several specific situations that refer to a prayer that will be read by users. It is because each situation has a different Do’a one another.
The users will select a marker depending on prayer having a script or logo that they want to read, such as the prayer used before eating, driving, entering bath room and so on. The AR application will once show a display and give the voice of Do’a after the smartphone is closely pointed by users to a prepared marker.

2.2. Working Environment

Hardware and software: the prayer’s application, Do’a 4D, should be downloaded and installed first. The users or the learners need an up-to-date smartphone model to display the virtual object and to capture the AR’s prepared marker. Furthermore, the markers have been provided in the application.

2.3. Procedure

This application offers many markers and the users have to download them. Then, with the marker, the module is scanned through smartphone and the application show the display and voice that is chosen. Furthermore, the app will also offer Do’a information and related things. They can also work in practice by the end of the section.

2.4. Benefits

Many researchers have indeed described the Augmented Reality has many benefits in education, an overview of the AR’s further implementation needs in an education system of early childhood.

III. RESULT

The marker-based Augmented Reality is very important to fix the 4D object [5]. Furthermore, in this paper the markers, a book shown on Figure 1 called “module of Do’a 4D” contain some daily short prayers pointed on Figure 2. Therefore, some prayers expressing a particular situation that the users want to read can be created. It is because the all prayers that is read is totally different one another as each situation and condition have a specific prayer, such as the prayer used before eating, driving, entering bath room etc.

Currently, the use of this technology, Augmented Reality, becomes trendy since many interested people in AR’s printed books. The Hungarian’s authors elucidated that their study in making an AR-based chemistry syllabus for the Secondary Schools showed a higher effectivity than the use of other textbooks or syllabuses that are too costly and cumbersome [6].

On Figure 4, The AR software will once show a display and give the voice of Do’a after the smartphone is closely pointed by users above to a prepared marker. This in addition becomes popular in education [7, 8].
The exact advantage from this study is to facilitate early childhood in understand and remembering the prayers that are needed daily. Some children would be taught about several short prayers through the AR technology using smartphone, shown on Figure 6. They are so excited and addicted to learn using this way. These children are also able to understand well the meaning of Do’a and to remember the Do’a very quickly. As we know above that this technology is very useful since many people utilize it for education and many masters had published the benefits of Augmented Reality. Nevertheless, the most important advantages of the AR are such as willingness to learn, giving positive attitude [9], giving pleasure, excitement [10-12], involvement [9], [13, 14], attention [13], gratification [15, 16], and conviction [16].

IV. CONCLUSION

To conclude, it is clear that Do’a or prayer is one of worships that is very crucial in Islam. Using a traditional way or method sometimes complicates Muslims in several specific situations to learn and recall some prayers that is needed. Therefore, learning through new technology like Augmented Reality needs to be expanded and utilized so that this simplifies the learners. The AR’s approach is very helpful method because it would be an option for the learners who still have a traditional method.
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